How will the playground at Mills Lawn be monitored at recess to ensure a safe environment?
Mills Lawn students are assigned to specific areas of the playground based on grade level. Students will remain masked during recess and will wash hands upon returning to the building.

What happens with Mills Lawn recess during inclement weather?
During inclement weather, Mills Lawn students will have indoor recess in their classroom and would engage in activities from their assigned seats.

How do students move safely throughout the building at Mills Lawn School?
All hallways are marked with directional arrows and no-walk zones indicating directional travel to allow for social distancing when moving throughout the building for specials or, for example, to lunch, restroom, office or nurse.

At McKinney Middle & Yellow Springs High, how will students move safely between classes?
All hallways are marked with directional arrows and no-walk zones indicating directional travel to allow for social distancing when moving from class to class. One set of stairs will be used for students to travel up, and the other for students to travel down. There will still be four-minute transition periods between bells, but students are permitted to enter class after the bell-within a reasonable amount of time-to ensure safe travel between class periods. Students will not be using lockers.